PROPOSAL 184 - 5 AAC 57.140. Kenai River guiding and guided fishing requirements in the Kenai River Drainage Area. Relax guiding restrictions when king salmon fishing is closed by emergency order, as follows:

If King salmon fishing is closed on the Kenai River, Regulations & restrictions intended for King salmon fishing are not in effect. & 1. allow fishing from a guide vessel on sunday's

2. Allow guided & non-guided fishing on mondays in a power boat, 3. allow fishing from 6pm to 6am for guided anglers, 4 allow 5 anglers in a guide vessel.

What is the issue you would like the board to address and why? when King salmon fishing has been closed on the Kenai River, many rules that are intended only for conservation and social reasons have remained in effect, Many anglers want to fish for other species but cannot do it because of the king salmon rules in place when king fishing is open, Anglers would like to fish for trout, pinks silvers, reds on sundays, mondays, and between 6pm & 6am
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